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The Newsletter of Weston Model Flying Club

Editorial
Welcome to the first newsletter of
2015. As you can see we have a
brand new style to bring us into the
second half of the decade.
I hope you like it, but as always
feedback is always welcome, especially if you think things could be
done better or differently.
Ian.

In this Issue
● Jamie Cuff describes the development of the Jet Modellers Association
● We meet more of the new committee
● Read about the history of these
newsletters!
● Special feature on the English
Electric Lightning
● More from the Workshop

Club Matters

Meetings

Reminders

The January meeting was a Bring &
Buy event, the ample space at the
Ebdon Arms ensuring that many
people brought along their wares and
several sales were made.

The gate to the field has again been
left open recently. If cattle get in
again all our hard work with the
mats could be undone in a matter of
minutes, so if you are the last out,
please take a quick look around and
check that:
1. The clubhouse is locked (even if
you didn’t open it)
2. The gate is shut and latched.

The April meeting will feature as
guest speaker John Stennard, well
known for his small electric and indoor models, of which he writes often in the magazines. Hence this
meeting will of course be at the
Ebdon Arms, not the field as is usual
in April.

Improvements
Now that winter is here the ground
mats are proving their worth. The
difference between them and the adjacent muddy ground is quite noticeable.

www.wmfclub.co.uk
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The club rules state that if you are
flying you MUST put your card on
the pegboard, even if you are using
2.4GHz. There are a number of
good reasons for this, but since it’s
in the rules, please remember to do it
and remind others.
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BMFA Bulletins
The BMFA Club Bulletins are available through the
BMFA website (under the Clubs menu) or there is
now a link from our website.
The latest one (December 2014) contains a new
model flying definition and associated insurance for
those flying models equipped with cameras and
engaging in activity ‘beyond normal sport and
recreation’. This is unlikely to affect most of us, if
you are just taking pictures of the flying field for
your own use you don’t need to worry, but if in
doubt read the article.

Novice Flying
This was mentioned in the last newsletter but is
being repeated here to ensure it has not been
missed:
If you don’t yet have your A-level certificate
you must not fly without an A-certificated
member standing beside you. The only
exception to this rule is that light electric slowflying ‘park-fly’ type models of no more than
1kg weight may be flown. If your model does
not fall into this category you MUST NOT fly it
alone. This is a club rule.

Also in this issue is an article on the legal
requirements and guidance for those flying multirotor models equipped with cameras. Again this is
not relevant if you’re flying at the field, and if you
fly elsewhere and are a member of the BMFA you
are almost certain to already know the rules, but if in
doubt read this one too. It may also be useful to
show to any non-members you know who have got
into the craze for ‘drones’.

2015 Special Offer
You may be aware that this year we have a
special offer on membership: anyone who is new
to the club, or a past member who was not in the
club in 2014, can join in 2015 for just £50. This
compares to our normal fees of £82 for adults
and £67 for OAPs (aged 65 or over) Junior
members (under 18) still pay no club fee.
The intention of this offer is of course to attract
new members, so you can help by pointing this
out to anyone you know who is eligible. More
details and application forms can be found on the
club website.

Website and Forum
I’ve been asked a couple of times why new
photos in the Gallery don’t always show up.
Usually the fix is just a case of clicking the
Refresh or Reload button, or press the F5 key.
This also goes for other pages such as For Sale.
Don’t forget that the Forum is not only a place
to chat but also the repository of club minutes
and membership lists etc., and you really should
register. If you’re a new member, email me for
the access code.
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If you don’t want to keep checking the forum
for new posts, the website main page shows the
latest posts, or you can subscribe to get email
notifications.
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Treasurer’s
Tales

today is a lost art as everything is
CNC driven.

our membership of the club
started.

Following my transfer to Weston
Super Mare, on the Hayes
factory’s closure, I noticed the

My son soon discovered girls,
along with his love of football, and
I got lumbered with the aircraft.

Hello everyone, a belated thanks
for your votes.

As most know, I have been flying
ever since.

This is my second spell as
Treasurer, this time it seems a bit
easier mainly due to computers
and online banking.

When I first joined we had 22
members which fluctuated by
about 5 members every year and
had to apply to the council every
year, for planning permission to
fly.

My love of model aircraft goes
back to my school days, when as
a 10 year old I bought (from my
Xmas tips on my paper round) an
E D Bee and built a Keil Kraft
champ to put it in.

How matters have changed, all
for the good I hope.

gliders and the model aircraft
It took awhile to learn to keep it in
being flown from the airfield.
the air, but control line was like
With my interest in model aircraft
that.
I always thought about returning
By the time I got to 15 Rugby had to the hobby.
taken over, and my poor old
When my youngest son reached 12
aircraft had been stored away.
years of age, we both joined the
club, which had just acquired the
Then I started work at Westlands
in Hayes Middlesex, where I learnt present site. So with meetings held
at the Woodspring pub in Worle,
how to use a milling M/C, which

President’s
Ponderings

But I vividly remember my next
model; again it was a Keil Kraft
Avenger, powered by a Jetex
motor. Prior to take off all looked

I was born in Weston before
World War 2 and as my father
soon went abroad to see action in
North Africa and Italy I lived in an
all female household. I recently
found some drawings I did and
they were of planes dropping
bombs. So an interest in aviation
started when I was very young. I
was about 10 when I built a model
glider from a Keil Kraft kit.
Remember that was some 66 years
ago and my memory is not what it
used to be. But the glider managed
a reasonable flight from a hill in
Ashcombe Park.
From the Pits

I’m fast doing more flying with
electric, but still enjoy the smell of
caster oil, but they are a pain in the
winter when it's cold and they will
not start.
Well enjoy the coming year, and
fingers crossed we can enjoy a
long hot summer with lots of
flying.
Tom Flynn
in which you put a fuel tablet and
a fuse cord was wrapped around it.
When the fuse was lit the fuel
tablet then fiercely burnt and the
exhaust came out at the rear of the
motor pushing the model forward.
At least that was the theory but the
mistake I made was to coat the air
frame with inflammable dope!!
Before the plane could fly it had
caught fire and travelled about 6 ft
(we used proper measurements in
those days) and the bare airframe
would not go far with no covering
left!!

fine……. However one mistake I
made was to dope the model. For
those of you who have not heard
of a Jetex motor it was a crude jet
engine. It was an aluminium tube
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So you can see my first crash was
a very long time ago and I am still
crashing to this day.
Gerry Crossman
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Jet Modellers
Association
The Jet Modellers Association
(JMA) was established in 1995
and is the specialist body
appointed by the British Model
Flying Association to promote the
sport of model jet flying in Great
Britain . . . . where it all began! On
March 20th 1983 a small red twin
boomed model took to the air
powered by the first successful
micro turbine engine which was
fuelled by propane gas. It was
built by a team of 5 engineers and
developed over 6 years despite
being told by Rolls-Royce that it
was not possible. This was the
start of a new jet age in miniature,
but it would be a decade before
turbines became available
commercially in the form of the
French JPX T240 which pushed
out about 10 pounds of thrust.
I had the privilege of meeting
Barry Belcher, he was one of
a team of five people led by
Jerry Jackman who along
with Chris White, David
Sitch and Ray Carter
designed, tested and built a
working propane fuelled
model turbine engine. All
their hard work resulted in
the successful test flight of
the 'Barjay' on March 20th
1983 at RAF Greenham
Common. The Barjay was
designed by Barry and had a
moulded centre section and
hatches with the rest of the
airframe being of balsa/ply
construction with a fixed trike
undercarriage with steerable
nosewheel. It had a span of 78
inches and a length of 71 inches
and AUW of 16 pounds.
Although it is a basic design by
today’s standards, in 1983 it was
pretty revolutionary and was an
From the Pits

ideal platform for turbine testing,
as we see today the twin boom
layout is very popular, you could
be forgiven for thinking it is a
Boomerang at a glance.
Barry also showed me the TST
MK2, Thatcham small turbines
mk2 (Jerry lived in Thatcham
hence the name)
The machining on
it was superb!!
When you
consider that
technology and
the machines used
were nowhere
near as advanced
as today, the
standard is
exceptional! Jerry and his team,
despite set backs pressed on with
the project, it was a life ambition
of Jerry's to build and fly a model
jet engine . . . . he did! the Barjay
only made 6 flights, but the the
concept had been proven and this
no doubt inspired others to try.

Model jets today are a far cry from
the days of the JPX. Now they run
on kerosene and have have a fully
automated start sequence making
them far more user friendly. As
power increased then so did the
size of the models and 20kg+
models are now common place
which require LMA certification.

With the growth in the jet
movement in this country, so was
born the Jet Modellers
Association. The JMA organises
events all over the country and
utilises civilian airfields such as
Long Marston and Throckmorton
as well as several military airfields
such as RAF Wyton,
Honnington, Cottesmore,
Scampton, Shawbury and
Merryfield to name but a
few. The models that are
seen at these events are
varied, from sport models
such as the Boomerang and
Excalibur, the high speed
Bandit and a whole host of
scale models. Sadly these are
not open events like a show
as the costs of liability /
insurance are prohibitive so it
can seem like a secret world
The story leading up to this first
being kept from the rest of the
flight is epic! The mk2 engine was modelling community, but this is
never completed and sadly Jerry
most definitely not the case.
passed away in 1998. As can be
Venues such as Long Marston are
seen from the pictures, despite the far more open and there is nothing
hangar rash the Barjay survives,
to stop you coming along for a
the original engine expired at a DF look-see!
meet at RAF Abingdon and that
You can find the JMA website at
was the last time it flew. This
www.jmajets.co.uk, and some of
model is now in my possession
the models are on the next page.
and will be restored to fly.
Jamie Cuff
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Some of the Jet models seen at the JMA Events
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WMFC Newsletters

from the Internet, again using a Mustang and lots of
drop-shadow, in what seemed like a modern style at
the time.

I first started editing this newsletter in October 2001.
The first issue was very simple with no pictures at
all, but photos appeared in the next issue and all

subsequent ones, initially scanned from magazines
and film photographs.

But after nearly 7 years it’s time for another change
and this time not only has the header changed but the
entire style, now using a desktop publishing program
instead of Microsoft Word.

By April 2003 I’d acquired my first digital camera,
and club models soon appeared, one always
separated from its background and placed on the
front page beside the Editorial.

There was a slight enhancement the next year with a
silhouette of Roger Moore’s Mustang on the banner.

The header photo is my OJ-2 biplane as captured by
Dave Beacham a couple of years ago. So this will
hopefully keep us going for the next few years,
although there may be the odd tweak as we go and I
keep learning what the program can do. Watch this
space as they say…

The next major change came in April 2008 when I
revamped the header completely using a stock photo

Newsletter
Content
So apart from the style, what
about the content? Over the
years I’ve tried to include as
much as possible about the club
and what’s going on in it, but
inevitably I end up describing
everything I’m doing and not
much about what everyone else is
doing.
There have been some excellent
and valued contributions from

From the Pits

other club members, but there’s
always room for more.
For example it would be nice to
have something about helicopters
as a significant part of the club
fly them, but I know nothing
about them. Anyone like to do a
regular or occasional feature?

have someone else’s thoughts on
their favourite plane, especially if
it’s something old or unusual.
Anyway enough ramblings, I
hope that’s food for thought. Let
me know if you’d like to have
an input to future
issues.

I’ve started in this issue what
may become an occasional
feature on full-size aircraft.
This time it’s the English
Electric Lightning, to tie in with
the one I’m building in From the
Workshop.
Again, there are so many full-size
aircraft that it would be good to
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CAD Programs

currently free
(in its full
version) for
hobbyists. The
For some time now I’ve been
only concern is
using CAD programs for some
that since it’s
aspects of model design. Way
‘cloud-based’
back in the April 2004 issue I
described how I used TurboCAD (i.e. your data
resides on the
to do my scratch-built BerlinerAutodesk
Joyce OJ-2 biplane, and then in
servers and you
October 2011 to do the cowl and
need an
canopy for the Ki-100.
Autodesk
But time moves on, and
account to use
TurboCAD hasn’t. Always a
it) the company
difficult program to use, today it
could theoretically withdraw this
looks old-fashioned, limited and
free version in the future. But for
cumbersome, so I’ve been looking now it’s worth trying.
for something else. Since I only
As with any
use CAD occasionally I can’t
CAD program
justify the expense of a
there is a steep
commercial system, but there are
learning curve,
several free programs about.
Unfortunately but not surprisingly but it’s well
supported with
most free programs are, as the
online help
saying goes, worth what you pay
and training
for them… But there are
videos. I’ve
exceptions.
used it so far
The obvious first choice is
to model the
Sketchup, originally written by
canopy for the
Google and now supported by a
Lightning,
company called Trimble, it’s free, starting by importing the
widely used and well supported.
3-view images and
However its strength is really in
drawing the outlines,
architectural models, and although then creating a solid.
there are a number of ‘plugins’
Fusion has its own
which extend its capabilities, these industrial-strength CAM
are often a hindrance rather than a system built in but I’ve
help; to do anything useful you
not got to grips with that
end up with several plugins, all
yet, so I exported the
with different styles, many not
solid to my existing
supported across different
CAM program. Then it
Sketchup versions etc. In the end was cut out on the CNC
I moved on.
machine in two halves.
What I’ve found now is a new
program called Fusion360,
produced by AutoDesk, the
company behind AutoCAD which
is probably the most widespread
mid-range CAD system in
industry. What makes this
attractive is that not only is it very
much state-of-the art, but it is
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Raffle
After doing the club raffle for many years John
Lamb has stepped down, and gave away his last
set of cable ties at the December meeting. From
now on it falls to Colin Coombes and Roger
Chaimberlain to carry on the tradition.
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English Electric
Lightning
Anyone old enough to
have seen a Lightning in
the flesh so to speak, at an
air display in the 1970s or
before, is unlikely to

forget it. The
ground shakes, the
air crackles, and a
Lightning on full reheat
gets to the end of the runway,
stands on its tail and goes
vertically upwards. Of course
these days most fighter aircraft can
do that, and modern ones such as
the Eurofighter Typhoon and

SU35 have much higher thrust-toweight ratios, but for its day the
Lightning was way ahead of the
rest. And there’s still nothing
quite like that shape, with the
extreme sweep-back of the wing
and the vertically mounted twin
Rolls-Royce Avon turbojets.
The Lightning was the main RAF
interceptor of the Cold War era,
but it never got involved in real
combat. In fact the only aircraft
shot down by a Lightning was an
RAF Harrier! The Harrier pilot
ejected after an engine problem,
but the plane recovered and flew
on autopilot towards the East
German border until a Lightning
From the Pits

shot it down to prevent a
diplomatic incident.

one on a carrier doesn’t bear
thinking about.

The Lightning was regarded as an
exciting aircraft to fly (“like being
strapped to a skyrocket” was one
pilot’s description) but not an
easy one. Many

The Lightning was finally retired
in the late 1980s. Many survive in
museums, and until recently one
was still flying privately in
South Africa. It
was the first
and last allBritish
superso
nic fighter, and
remains a unique and
iconic shape.

were lost
to
engine problems and
landing accidents. One of the
most famous photos is this one on
the right, where the tractor driver
looks round as the pilot ejects
from his plunging Lightning
moments before impact (the pilot
survived).
The thin wing and the
fuselage largely packed
with engines and intake
ducting meant that there
wasn’t much space for
fuel, and range or lack of
it was one of the
Lightning’s
shortcomings. And there
wasn’t much in the way
of armament either, two
Firestreak or Red Top
missiles and two cannon
being the lot although
later models had an
enlarged ventral tank and
over-wing tanks or
rocket pods.

I’m glad I can remember actually
seeing it fly, and only sorry I
never got to see the Firebirds
display team (1963-64) which had
up to 9 Lightnings in formation.
That must have been quite a sight.

A little known fact is that
there was a proposed
naval version with a
variable-geometry wing
which of course never
came to anything (BAC mockup
shown on the right). Probably just
as well, given the difficulty of
landing a Lightning on an ordinary
runway, the idea of trying to land
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From the
Workshop

lightweight glass cloth underneath
where it lands. Paint will be
acrylic, now trying to decide on a
colour scheme. There are many
nice ones, but I rather like the
Firebirds scheme of silver and red.
Hopefully not long to go now…

Lightning Pusher Jet
Since the last newsletter I’ve
finished skinning the fuselage.
This has been a long process since
each panel has to be individually
cut, shaped, trimmed and fitted.
Jet pipes were made by winding
3mm Depron round a 50mm
plastic drainpipe which happened
to be exactly the right size.

The nose cone, intake lip, canopy
and spine have been cut from
Styrofoam. The nose cone was
just spun in a drill press and
sandpapered to shape, the other
bits cut on the CNC machine, see
previous page. Not sure yet
whether to just use the Styrofoam
canopy as is or use it as a mould to
make a transparent one.
I cut partly round the ailerons but
didn’t cut them out completely.
Hence I could use fixed-length
control rods and just glued the
horns in place where they ended
up.

Electrics and receiver have been
fitted, as far forward as possible. I
left space for the battery to be
positioned right forward or moved
back about 75mm to get the CG
right. Due to the extreme sweepback almost the entire wing is
behind the CG, so I was worried
about getting the CG far enough
forward but it seems OK so far,
Covering will be lightweight tissue
but with covering still to come.
on most of the surfaces with
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The sharp end. Starting to look
like a Lightning!
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Events
Forthcoming events over the next few months
Date

Event

Thursday 5th February 2015 8pm

Club Meeting at the Ebdon Arms

Thursday 5th March 2015 8pm

Club Meeting at the Ebdon Arms

Thursday 2nd April 2015 8pm

Club Meeting at the Ebdon Arms, with John
Stennard

Thursday 7th May 2015 8pm

Club Meeting at the Field

Thursday 4th June 2015 8pm

Club Meeting at the Field

Website
Don’t forget that all previous issues of the newsletter since I started doing it (back in October 2001!) are
available on the club website www.wmfclub.co.uk. I also try to keep the Gallery section reasonably current
with photos taken when I’m at the field, there is now a forum to exchange ideas and experience, and finally
don’t forget the For Sale section where you can add your own For Sale and Wanted adverts.

Club Meeting Venue
All club meetings in the winter months (October to March)
are normally at the Ebdon Arms, Lilac Way, Wick St
Lawrence BS22 9WE. If you’re coming from Weston it’s
along Ebdon Road on the way to the field, on your right
shortly after the Crematorium.
The summer meetings (April to September) are at the field
at Wick St Lawrence.

How to contact the Editor
Ian Armstrong
Address: The Cottage, Roman Rd, Sandford, N.Somerset, BS25 5RE
Tel: 01934 823 609 (Mobile: 07818 861 580)
Email: ian@ia42.com

Publication Dates
The Newsletter is issued (with luck!) 4 times a year, at the end of January, April, July and October. Any
contributions should be sent to the editor by the middle of that month.
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